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Abstract
Can you remember
elementary

school? J\lany schools in today's society face budget cuts to art programs

are overlooked
programs,

the first time you were exposed to the arts? J\Iight it hav e been in

for their educational

benefit. However,

one might not even realize that these art

such as dance classes, can have positive effects on a student's

interactions

self esteem and social

with others.

_L-\nalternate \\-ay for students to become exposed to the arts is through
outreach

programs.

cornrnunitv

Dance educational

outreach

centers, and dance companies

.L-lmerica. These outreach programs
exposed

programs

as a means of distributing

provide dance education

exercise, but also \'vith a means of expression.

to students

who are not usuallv

in dance classes gain

intelligence.

established

and intrapersonal

hfe that is supplemented
outreach

Interactions

with

a dance, require

intelligence.

lloward Gardner
interpersonal

across

with a great source of

Students that participate

in themsel\-es, \vhich is also known as intrapersonal

by schools,

dance to students

other students in a dance class, such as the tcarnwo rk needed to perform
interpersonal

educational

have been established

to any forms of dance. Dance not only provides students

confidence

since they

programs

a theory of nine multiple intelligences

inteUigence. These two intelligences

including the

are a v-ital part of a child's

b:- dance classes. In order to pro\-e the value of dance educational

and the importance

the," have on a child's development,

the test. Elemental,;' .00
aved students are tested in their intrapersonal
before and after participating

and interpersonal

ill an extended period of dance educational

project \vilI research the worth of dance educational
the arts in a child's interpersonal

and intrapersonal

4

outreach

programs

devcloprncnr.

this theory is put to

outreach

intelliaences
classes. i\Iy

as well as the v-alue of

Background
In school and after school dance outreach
exercise as \vell as participation
underestimated
correlation
Howard

in a student's

between

Gardner's

beginning

in the arts. lIowever,

interpersonal

programs

and eletnentary

and intrapersonal

in dance educational

irnrnediatelv

inspired

outreach

and wanred to explore students'

dance education.

Gardner's

believed that "human

\;v-a~-sof interacting

Iimitarions):

aware ness of inner moods, intentions,

the capacity for self-discipline,

indiv-idual \vill use their self-kno\vledge

in the moods, intentions,

rriorivatioris,

intelligence

I was

school students.

Intelligences

relevant

to

kinds of intelligence

(one's
strcnob th and
,

temperaments,
(i-\rmsrrong,

and desires; and
~OOO,~.) _;_-\n

on the basis of that kno\vledge"

inv olv cs the '''ability to perceive and make

and feelings of other people"

scnsitivirv to facial expressions,

5

within elementary

(IJBS, ~014, 1). The intrapersonal

and self-esteem"

motl\-ations,

2000, ~.) _L\ child would have a heightened

in how these dance

to elementary

theory of ~Iultiple

to "act adaptively

(~-\rmstrong, 2000, 2.) The interpersonal

of

~-\rts

theory and application,

to "ha\-e an accurate picture of oneself

self-understanding,

the

in their dancing as well

of students

dcvcloprnernal

wtth the world"

allows
an individual
.

development

the Butler Community

beings have nine different

inrcllicence
b

I will investigate

for the past five years

development

to explore dance pedagog~- with respect

Gardner

that reflect different

distinctions

programs

major, I am interested

a course on educational

In my studies, I found Howard

tend to be

school students'

are related to the gro\vth and dev-elopment

schools. .vfter completing

they promote

intelligences.

as in their general education . .L-\sa dance pedagogy
programs

programs

for dance education,

in high school and now at Butler Univ ersitv through

School, I have witnessed

outreach

are inv-aluable because

dance outreach

life. -,--\sa strong advocate

dance outreach

_L-\fterparticipating

programs

(~\rlnstr()ng,

voice, and gestures

which would assist in responding
to a child's development

to interpersonal

cues. Both of these intelligences

and relate to values taught in a dance outreach

are relevant

program.

Thesis Description
Elementary

school children tend to be restricted

to solely explicit

learning in the

classroom,

\,"hich is used when an individual "read]s], writers], and talkfsJ, and learn[s] from

textbooks,

videos, lectures, pictures, and discussion"

(fvIcDonald/Fischer,

2006, 82.) However.

Eric Jensen author of the book Arts \\/ith the Brain in J\Iind argues that implicit learning
provides

students with a much more beneficial

retain information
approach,

learned through

more trial-and-error

games, and acti,-e learning"
cv en thouzh
b

habits, role plays, life experience,

0ensen,

outreach

drama, experiential

2001,74). This concept allows students

education

2001, 74)" These programs

for creative expression.

programs

for elementary

learning,

to learn concepts

school students

dance. This "hands on" learning is considered

than the old-st\;]e classroom

2011,1).

Implicit learning inv-olves "a more hands-on

,;

implicit learning through

curricula"

of learning since they- are more likely to

thev are not aware of the learning process.

Dance educational

o cnscn,

mm"ement.

\,V;1\"

that emphasizes

Gardner's

work in identifHng

dance is rele\"ant to a child's education

Dance pedagog\

and therefore

facts"

active and sen-e as an outlet

"sits prccariouslv

on the edge of educational

(Sansom, 2011, 1) since it is viewed as having a "Iimi ted pedagogical
Yet, Howard

a basis for

more reliable

reading texts and memorizing

are designed to keep children

Howe,"er, dance education

"much

provide

value" (Sansom,

the nine !\Iultiple Intelligences
has a pedagogical

prr"wes that

value.

goes bevond Just teaching technical ballet steps and sequences.

pedagog'" focuses on how to present material to a student,
as well as how to continual],; progress students

understanding

ho-v a student

Dance
learns,

forward in their dance skills and education.
6

Tb i-

involves a constant

process of analyzing teaching techniques

and discovering

work best for each individual student. The dance teacher continues
progression

the methods

that

to learn through a student's

()\-er time and finds wa)-s to continue challenging the student. Dance pedagogy

requires the teacher to be adaptable and

jn

nov

atrve

especially when a student/ students struggle

with material
ivIv
philosophv .; of dance education involves the student lcarninv0 lifelono_
c» lessons throuvh
t»
the discipline of dance.
confidence,

Dance not only serves as physical exercise, but also works to build

strong relationships,

pedagogy and Howard Gardner's
conjunction

as "vell as the ability to set goals and achieve them. Dance
intrapersonal

and interpersonal

intelligence work in

to teach students in a dance outreach program these core values that can be used

outside of the dance class.
As a ballet teacher for the past three vears with the Buder Community

,\rts School, T

made the reauzation that every week I am helping my students develop Howard Gardner's
interpersonal

and intrapersonal

Arts School participated
intrapersonal

in mv case study that tested their growth in interpersonal

outreach programs such as the Butler Community

and Dance Kaleidoscope

Indianapolis

from the Butler Community
and

intelligences and its effect on their progress in school. In addition, I ha ve explored

local Indianapolis
Outreach,

intelligence. A few of rnv students

community.

to determine

Arts School, Kids Dance

their impact on students within the

This \vill ultimatel,· determine

the benefits of dance educational

outreach programs.

Howard

Gardner
Howard Gardner, a native of Scranton, P_-\ began his interest of educauon

while at

Harvard L'ni\-ersity where he had Dr. Erik Erickson, a famous ps\·chologist who created the

7

lifespan model featuring five stages of development,
doctoral program
education.
Gardner

where he became invoked

as a tutor. Gardner

later entered

with the Project Zero research team on arts

Project Zero not only prO\-ided a research center for education,

but also the place for

to explore human cognition. In 1970, a project on human potential

worked to "assess the state of scientific knO\vledge concerning
(Smith, 2002, l).This event encouraged

realization"

theory of multiple intelligences

Gardner

of Louisville's

Gardner

emerged, which

human potential
to publish

and its

his first full work on his

entitled FrameJ ofi\Jind in 1983.

has been honored

rccervinau numerous

Harvarcl's

for his work and research on multiple intelligences

awards such as the Mac\rthur

Gravv-emeyer _-l\vard in Education

thirty~ honorarY, nation and international

in 1981 and the Universirv~

Prize Fellowship
in 2000. In addition,

degrees. In 2011, Gardner

as well as

Gardner

has been awarded

was even selected bv. Foreisn
.'>

PoliiJ and proJped magazines as one of the 100 most influential public intellectuals in the w or ld.
Gardner

currently" sen-es as the John H. and Elisabeth

Education

at the Hancard Graduate

Psychology

"-\. Hobbs Professor

School of Education

of Cognition

as well an adjunct Professor

and the senior director for Han"ard Project Zero. \\'hile Gardner

many endeavors

and

of

has accomplished

over his lifetime, this particular thesis \vill focus on his theory of multiple

intelligences.

Multiple Intelligences

Theory

In 1983, Ho\vard Gardner

developed

his theory of '\Iultiple Intelligences

the scope of human potential bcv"ond the confines of the IQ score" V\rmsrrong,
was originalk

de,"eloped bv"\lfred

idea that "intelligence
fashioning products

has more

to

Binet in the early 19005. Cardner's
do with the capacitv

in a contest-rich

"broaden

2000, 1), which

;'vII thcorv expresses

for (1) so king prob lcrns and (2)

and naturalistic setting" (,\rmstrong,
8

to

2()()(), 1). This

the

cognitive model focuses on how an individual uses their intelligence in a real world setting rather
than an educational

institution.

The term "intelligence"

was purposely chosen by Gardner instead of using any other

term, such as talent, in order to pre\Tnt

any bias. This decision made by Gardner

concerning

the

term intelligence places "logic and language on a pedestal [which] reflects the values of our
western culture and the great premium placed on the familiar tests of intelligence"

(Gardner,

1993, 35). Gardner states how intelligence can be thought of as a biopsychological

potential.

Figure 1

\\7hile traditional psvcholoov defmes intellio-ence
}
0.,
0
as "a fixed amount [people are born with], not
[able to] change over a lifetime,
consists[ing]

[and]

of ability in IObo-ic
and lano-uao-e"
-

0

(Cortland, 1), Gardner
a unique combina60n

b

defllles humans as ha\,'ing
of all of the intelligences

that can all be impro\-ed

to an extent.

---iccording to Gardner, "all members
a species

have the potential

intellectual faculties ot which the species is capable" (Gardner,
individual's ability

to

1993, 3637),

to exercise a set of
this displays an

achieve one of the nine intelligences to an extent. Humans possess nine

in telli t»
o-ences: lin 0'
vuis tic IObo-ica1rnathema
/
tical, m usical rhyrhrnic,
bodily~/ kines the tic " spa rial
}
naturalistic, interpersonal,
added to Gardner's
mention

intrapersonal,

and existential. The existential intelligence was recently

multiple incelligences, which explains whv several works of literature onlx

the eight multiple intelligences.

9

of

Individuals

may also gravitate towards a specific intelligence

each individual possesses
of attributes

all nine intelligences.

that one must have to be considered

of how] MI theory emphasizes
intelligences"

(Armstrong,

sole intelligence
Gardner

Gardner

mentions

more another.

However,

that "there is no standard

set

intelligent in a specific area ... [which is all part

the rich diversity of ways in which people show their gifts within

2000, 9.) Each intelligence

exists as a "fiction,"

cannot exist by itself in real life ("oith the exception

stresses that all of the intelligences

\\/'ithin the term intelligence,

Gardner

of brain-injured

in numerous

wo rk together

which means that a
individuals.)

\vays.

points out two key factors: the domain and field to

further describe the intelligences.

The domain serv-es as "the discipline or craft that is practiced

in a society,"

such as how playing a violin requires bodily kinesthetic

(Gardner,

musical intelligences.
which products
determines

\''{'hile the field serves as the "set of institutions

within a domain are of merit" (Gardner,

the construction

into consideration.

Development

and

and judges that determine

1993, 3). Utimately

the field

and context of the domain as well as the intelliocnce
o

For instance, the field may be dependent

historical background

beinob placed

upon the current era or the

in which the intelligence is applied.

of the Multiple Intelligences

According
intellio-ences

1993,37)

to Gardner,

"each person has a unique combination"

(PBS, 1) of these

similar to a fmo-erprint. _\11humans posses '-'certaln core abilities in each of the

b'

b

intelligences"

(Gardner,

1993, :28), which makes the multiple intelligences

development

of each intelligence

make tonal differentiations
various intelligences

begins with a raw patterning

in music intelligence"

throughout

universal.

The

ability "for example, the ability to

(G-ardner, 1993, :28). Indi\-iciuals encounter

their de\-eloprnent.
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In the subsequent

stage, incli,-iduals encounter

which works similar to how "language is encountered
through

songs" (Gardner,

etc. Iridividuals go through

thcv develop certain intelligences

Individuals

symbol

systems are "typically

(Gardner,

pursuits as

since they are "highly endo\ved

1993, 28). This "at promise"

of that intelligence"

students who can be "at risk" in a specific intelligence

and avocational

career in adulthood.

can vary from culture to culture since "exceptionally

gifted individuals will make
(Gardner,

1993,28).

In

will most W~elyfail tasks

pertaining b to that intellio-ence.
Gardner notes that "irirensivc intervention
b
bring a larger number of children to an 'at promise'

and stories, music

and include subjects such as math,

for a certain intelligence

notable advances in the cultural manifestations
contrast,

1993,28)

a symbol system,

begin to grasp numerous

a range of vocational

with the core abilities and skills of that intelligence"
characterization

sentences

from infancy to a professional

can be "at promise"

through

system. These notational

in a formal education setting" (Gardner,

reading, mapping,

through

1993, 28) to name a fe,v. Individuals

systems, which will become part of a notational
mastered

an intelligence

lev cl" (Gardner,

at an early ave
can
b

1993,29).

J

Tllis idea will be

ill

from a young age. Y et, mature performance

in one intelligence does not
appli

in telligence.

Methods of assessing and teaching Multiple Intelligences

11

imply mature

s to zifred achiev rnent in an

Enhancing
and nurture.
comparing

one or more of a student's

Hmvcver,

multiple intelligences

various stages of an indi,-idual's

life require different

an infant to a teenager. For example preschool

should focus on opportunity

requires both assessment

and elementary

and self discm-ery in order for children

instruction

such as

school instruction

to explore their interests

and abilities.
1\ teacher must have a solid understanding
student.

of the multiple intelligences

This allows the teacher to make an informed

[as well as] remedies
intelligences

for difficulties"

(Gardner,

1993, 32) in contrast

careers and a\-ocations ...

1993, 31) within a certain intelligence.

tests "rely on materials, equipment,

be solved" (Gardner,

decision "about

before assessing a

interviews,

Multiple

and so on to generate

problems

to the typical pencil and paper methods

used in

intelligence

testing. The results of these tests arc "reported

intellectual

propensities,

population"

(Gardner,

as part of an individual

rather than as a single index of intelligence
1993, 32.) L'ltimately, strengths

to

profile of

or rank within the

and weaknesses

can suggest options

for

future learning.

Overview of the nine Multrplc Intelligences

Howard
intelligence.

Gardner

de,-eloped

ivIusical intelligence

timbre. \'('hile bodily-kinesthetic
mm-ements

and

to

the nine multiple intelligences

in\-olves the ability to produce
intelligence

handle objects skillfullY. Logical mathematical

and capacity to discern logical or numerical
Sensitivity to the sounds, structure,
linguistic intelligence.
\\-orld accuratelv

allows an individual

In addition,

and to perform

patterns

meanings,

transformations

and appreciate

rhythm, itch, and

to control one's bodv
intelligence

creates a scnsitivitv

of words and language are tvpical of

allows one to perceive the visualxparial

on one's initial perceptions.
12

with musical

as w cll as long chains of reasoning.

and functions

spatial intelligence

beginning

The personal intelligences which will be the basis of this thesis are interpersonal
intrapersonal

intelligence. Interpersonal

appropriately

to the moods, temperaments,

intrapersonal

intelligence allows one to access their feelings and discriminate

and

intelligence involves the capacity to discern and respond
motivations,

and desires of other people. While
among one's

ernotions.

The recent intelligences
Naturalistic

established

are naturalistic

intelligence includes distinguishing

members

and existential

intelligence.

of a species, their neighboring

as well as charting out the relations among several species. Existential intelligence
questions
provides

about human existence
a brief description

such as questioning

of the eight intelligences

the meaning

species,

tackles deeper

of life. The chart (figure 1)

(excluding existential intelligence

since it

was most recently added).

Interpersonal

Intelligence

Interpersonal
Interpersonal

intelligence\vill

intelligence

rrioocis, temperaments,
individual
comfortable
expressions
-

involves the "capacity

motivations,

with high interpersonal
interacting

be one of the two primary focuses to this thesis.
to discern and respond

and desires of other people"
intelligence

appropriately

to the

(~-\rmstrong, 1000, 4). ~-\n

is able to easily pick up on social cues and feels

with others. These social cues can be picked up by ones "facial

v-oice and oesrures " (A._rmstronz,
1000, 2). The individual
\

"b

CJ

must then decide ho\v

one should e.ffectiv elv respond.

The development
child's attachment

and bonding

theory of attachment
contest

of interpersonal

intelligence

is critical in the flist rhrce vears of a

to its caregiver. One psychiatrist, John Bo\vlby, established

in 1958 stating that "attachment

can be understood

within an eH)lutionan

in that the caregiver provides safety and security for the infant" (2\rcI_eod~ 20()~ ~ 1).
13

a

Typically a young child develops a strong attachment

to the maternal

figure, which will serve as a

"secure base for exploring the w orlcl" (McLeod, 2009, 1). This initial attachment
"prototype

for all future social relationships

so disrupting

will act as a

it can have severe consequences"

(McLeod, 2009, 1). Bowlby's theory is further proven through

Harlow's

srudv of attachment

in

rhesus monkey-so

Harlow's 1958 study on rhesus monkeys
mother.

esplored

the attachment

Infant monkeys were reared with two surrogate mothers,

of a newborn to its

a wire mother and a mother

cov ercd in a soft towel. The monkeys spent a majority of their time with the cloth monkey even
when it did not provide milk. The cloth mother provided
security and protection.
monkey's
mother

The physical "clinging"

the infant monkeys with a sense of

to the cloth mother was essential for the

de\~elopment in its first few months. The infant monkey would run to the cloth
for protection

studv supports

in times of need and would even explore more in her presence.

the "e\~olutionary theory of attachment,

security of the caregi\~er that is important

(as opposed

Harlow's

in that it is the sensitive response
to the provision

and

of food)" (::\fcLeod,

2009, 1).
Attachment

greatly influences the way a child dcv elop s, which translates into their future

development

of interpersonal

de\~elopment

supports

intelligence. Lrik Erikson's

the importance

of attachment

work on psvchosocial

stages of

from a voung age. In stage one known as

trust vs. mistrust, which usually occurs from infancv to age one and a half, the infant is uncertain
about the world in which they live. The infant tends to look to their caregi\·er for stability and
consistency

of care. If consistenc,·

occurs, the infant will develop "a sense of trust which will

carr': wit h them to other relationships,
threatened"

(0IcLeod,

and they will be able to feel secure even when

2008, 1).
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In support
psychosocial

of Harlow's

stages of development,

intelligence.

One factor Gardner

the close attachment
when "the mother
serious

comrnunal

(Gardner,

liv ing groups,

cohesion,

leadership,

components

and parent"
language"

may gravitate
(Gardner,

1993,23.)

(Gardner,

o-racp
the concept
~u

posed

interpersonal

and the teacher.

(Gardner,

need for

The need for "group

1993, 24) were essential

intelligence

from the use of the frontal

lobes

a career as a "religious

leader,

Note

or political

that "interpersonal

of dey-eloping

through

intelligence

the development

teacher,

therapist,

does not depend

of language

on

by Helen Keller.

dancing

students

LI

<._J

LI

intelligence

through

throuvhb

o-aininoc:
b

dance will be a major

this thesis. In a dance class, students

when interacting

For example,

in teachiriz Keller lanQuaze

was not an option.

interpersonal

and explored throughout

~rhis group

for hunting/gathering.

is in

development

with seven year old Helen Keller, w horn is deaf and blind, in order to

as a team. Teamwork

individuals.

interpersonal

ho\v instances

with a high interpersonal

since \~erballanguage

intelligence

even mentions

including

and the limbic system. Individuals

of Ianouave
Sullivan succeeded
b
b'

The concept

normal

of primates,

of people.

interpersonal

1993, 23) as pro\-en

to her persona

question

towards

childhood

1993, 2-k) Gardner

and solidarity"

develop

for interpersonal

_1-\nother factor sterns from the evolutionary

to surviving with a large groups

b

working

1993,24.)

organization,

_-\nne Sullivan \vorked

insight

(Gardner,

and Erickson's

evidence

is the "prolonged

from early development,

lobe (right hemisphere),

intelligence

mentions

notes biological

which were necessary

Bioloo-ically
c»
"" humans
temporal

Gardner

to the mother"
is removed

jeopardy"

in rhesus monkeys

study of attachment

with others

including

the other students

must engage their interpersonal

is an essential

part of dancing

in unison

can be as small as a simple combination
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must use their

intelligence
with a group
requiring

in the class
when
of
a partner

to a

,

performance

with numerous

students.

Gains in interpersonal

intelligence outside of the dance

will be explored later in my case study.

classroom

Intrapersonal

Intelligence

The second intelligence which will be a main focus to my thesis is intrapersonal
intelligence.

"Self-knowledge

(Armstrong,

2000, 2) serves as a ke: quality to intrapersonal

intrapersonal
limitations);

and the ability to act adaptivelv on the basis of knmvledge"

awareness of inner moods, intentions,

Intrapersonal

self-understanding,

motivations,

temperaments,

with high

and

and desires; and

and self esteem" (IlrlTIstrong, 2000, 2).

intelligence is developed in the frontal lobes, parietal lobes, and the limbic

system. Similar to the neurological
a central role in personality

structure of interpersonal

change" (Gardner,

1993,25).

private intelligence S1J1Ce
it deals with the self. However,

work"

An individual

intelligence will have "an accurate picture of oneself (ones strengths

the capacity for self-discipline,

ianvuaoe
b
b'

intelligence.

intelligence,

Intrapersonal

the frontal lobe "plays

intelligence is the most

this intelligence "requires evidence from

music , or some other expressive forll~ of intelJig:ence if the observer is to detect it at
<-'

(Gardner,

1993,25).

For instance, an tridrv idual may use their linguistic intelligence

v erballv express their intrapersonal
expressive forrn of intelligence"

to

intelligence to others. Dance can also be the "some other

since one's body language can exhibit changes in intrapersonal

intelligence. rrlllS concept will be furthered explored in my case studv.

Indi\~iduals with high intrapersonal
psvchorherapisr
intrapersonal
choice-making"

intelligence may grcl'vitate towards a career as a

or religious leader such as Sigmund Freud or Buddha. In rodavs society
inrellis-ence
b

"continues

to be important
-

with incrcasinglv cornplex

(~\rmstrong, 2000, 6). G-ardner notes that the rntrapersonal

the "most marvelous

of human mventions-

a symbol that represents
16

socicrv. recluirinab

intelligence is one of

all kinds of inforlTIation

about a person
themsel,,-es"
develop

and that is at the same time an invention

(Gardner,

themselves
supported

intelligence

skills developed

intrapersonally
through

in unique and individual

through

for

\vays though dance. In addition,

dance can aid in a student's

outside of the dance class. Intrapersonal

Daniel Goleman's

The concept

construct

1993,25-26). This concept is evident in my case study since my sruclcnrs

their intrapersonal

the intrapersonal

that all rndividuais

of emotional

work on emotional

intelligence

ability to express

intelligence

can be further

intelligence.

was originally developed

by psychologists

l\Iayer and Peter Salovev in 1990. Researchers

found that the IQ test did not necessarily

guarantee

a student's

and began to explore other options,

emotional

intelligence.

success in the classroom

]\Iayor's and Salo\;-ey's emotional

intelligence

was broken

John

such as
down into four

branches:

1. Identif},-ing emotions on a nor.verbal level
2. Using emotions to guide cognitive thinking
3. l'nderstanding
the information emotions convey and the actions emotions
generate
4. Regulating
good
(Concordia
Daniel Goleman,
intelligence
int1uenced

one's own emotions,

r niv ersitv,

a journalist

and psychologist,

Goleman

emotions

de\-eloped

benefit and for the common

2013, 1).
studied 1\Iayer's and Salo\-ey's work

and was able to build on their concept.
an individual's

for personal

Goleman

continued

ill

emotional

to explore what

and expressions.

fi\-e components

to emotional

intelligence:

1. Emotional self-a\\-areness - kno\\-ing what one is feeling at any gi\-en time
and understanding
the impact those moods have on others
2. Self-regulation - controlling or redirecting one's emotions; anticipating
consequences
before acting on impulse
3. ~Ioti\-ation - utili7llZ~ emotional factors to achieve ~.
goals, enjov the Icarrun«0
process and perse\~ere in the face of obstacles
4. Empath~~ - sensing the emotions of others
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S. Social skills -

managing

responses from them
(Concordia University,
Goleman's
and its importance

work brought
beginning

relationships,

inspiring others and inducing

desired

2013, 1).

social and emotional

intelligence

as early as kindergarten.

to the attention

1--\ warcriess of emotional

of schools

intelligence

would ultimately help children to succeed in school since "wrth a solid basis in emotional
intelligence,

academic performance

2013, 1). Goleman

ev en correlated

-

as well as behavior -

improves"

schools with a high emotional

rates of "bullying, disciplinary problems,

(Concordia

intelligence

violence and drug abuse" (Concordia

Universirv,

to have reduced
Universitv,

2013,

1).1--\ child's emotional intelligence begins to develop at a young age and can vary based on the
qualitv. of their home en\~ironment.
schools \vould ultimately
approprIate

my.

of etnotional

intclliverice
in
b
in an

intrapersonal

intelligence

begin with forming the

bet\veen oneself and others in the first three years of life. This developmental

work with emotional

in

awareness

teach children how to manage and express their emotions

in an individual's

a crucial part of properly

emotions

increased

manner.

Developments
boundary

Goleman's

establishing

intelligence

intrapersonal

intelligence

displays the importance

factor is

from a}-oung age. Goleman's

of learning how to manage ones

from a young age. Gains in a child's intrapersonal

intelligence

will be further cxarrunecl

case studv..
StLldents require the inrrapersona!

(Gardner,

1993, 25) when participating

intrapersonal

intelligence

to "understand

and work with oneself'

in a dance class. __
--\n inciiv idual must have the

to feel comfortable

of one's teacher, peers, and potential
proper etiquette

intelligence

performing

audience members.

a dance or a sequence of steps in front
Dance rcqurres strict discipline in

such as listening to the teacher, respect, as \yell as disciplrnc of one's own body

to achieve a certain dance step or position.

\\:'hen disco\~ering an "iridiv idnals sense of self, one

18

encounters

a melding of inter- and intra- personal

to which both inttapersonal
examined

through

and interpersonal

components"

intelligence

(Gardner,

are developed

1993,25). The extent
through

dance will be

the results of nl_:~case study.

Lingllistic Intelligence
Linguistic intelligence
This intelligence

is most typically valued in schools, especially in \vestern

language to express themselves.
journalists,

and politicians

Individuals

are all vie\ved as possessing

This iiriotustic intcllicence

or sounds of language, the semantics

dimensions

or practical uses of language"

or meaning of

(\rmstrong,

stems from the activation of the left temporal

the s},'ntax or

2000, 2).

and frontal lobes also

b

known as Broca's/\\7ernicke's
of language outputs

areas. Broca's area (frontal lobe) is associated with the production

w hile \Verrncke's

The development
continues

a high linguistic intelligence.

favoring linguistic intelligence possess the ability to "manipulate

language, and the pragmatic

b

is able to effccrively use

For example writers, poets, lawvcrs, speakers, play\vrights,

of language, the phonology

structure

orally or in \vrit:ll1g"

involves "the capacity to use w ords effectively, whether

(~-\rmstrong, 2000, 2). -,--\nindividual with a high linguistic intelligence

culture.

area (temporal lobe) processes

of linguistic intelligence

the words being spoken.

tends to explode in early childhood

then

to thrive until old age. Srucients tend to excel in English, social studies, and history as

well as learriinc000
new lannuaees. Linzuistic
learners enJ'OY. readinc~ books and tend to converse
~
with references

to things that they have read or heard. Linguistic intelligence is necessary in

dance classes since the dance teacher must vcrballv
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COnl_lTIUrllCate

a sequence of steps as well as

how to perform those steps. _l\ student must translate language into dance, such as when a
student is asked to move like a particular animal.

Logical-mathematical Intelligence
The second intelligence is logical-mathematical
"the capacity

to analyze problems

a mathematician,

logically, carry out mathematical

(Smith, 2002, 1). Professions

issues scientifically"

intelligence

is apparent

inference,

generalization,

processes

help to teach inclividuals

b

closely associated

with this intelligence

include

calculation,

in processes

and hypothesis

such as "categorization,

testing"

other intelligences

2000, 2). These

(Armstrong,

wrth the assistance

classification,

of linguistic

which is needed to v-erbalize the material.

SC1Tes as a companion

when referring

laced inro an 10 test. This lozical mathematical

P

"--

blocks

for standardized

readinr-

and writiriz section.

(Gardner,

solution

to a problem

tends to serve as one of the

have concluded

Howe,·er,

operational

a mathematical,

that logical- mathematical

or the problem

soj,;ing

before it is articulated"

Tvpicall:r lOgical-mathematical
this intelligence
children

stage. Children

faculty that purportcdlx

intelligencc

must activare their left and right parietal

intelligence.

contain

critical
inrellioence
U

can be constructed

stages of development,

the concrete

reasoning

b

1993, 20). Yet, logical-mathematical

_\n individual

early adulthood.

.

of 'raw intelligence'

domains.

mathematical

intelligence

tes rs. For e:'<ampie, the S.\T's

Psycholocrists

t»

"is the archetype

to the logical-mathematical

(J

building

Piaget's

and investigate

'

Language

u'

operations,

tax accountant, statistician, scientist, computer programmer, and a logician.

Logical-mathematical

intelliccnce

intelligence. This intelligence includes

can be nonverbal

(Gardner,

cuts across
since "a

1993, 20).

lobes while using their logical-

intelligence

peaks in adolescence

tends to decline after the age of fortv .. \ccording

develop
around

their logical-mathematical-like

intelligence

and
to
in

the ages of seven to eleven begin to "use logical
20
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PsychoIog:y

thoughts

Note':;;.

Headquarter

or operations,

the formal operational
think creatively,

.'

but can only apply logic to physical objects"
stage, an individual

use abstract

reasoning,

(J\IcI_,eod, 2010, 1a). \T et, in

age eleven and up can do "rnathernatical

and imagine the outcome

of particular

(}\IcLeod, 2010, 1b). Note the chart (figure 2) to gage a better understanding
of de\-elopment

intelligence

is another

a student

rcpetiuvely

a step should be performed
mathematical

of how these stages

essential area used in. a dance classes. This

works closely with the musical intelligence,

music. \\/hen

actions"

correlate.

Logical-mathematical
intelligence

calculations,

intelligence

performs

which requires students

to coum the

a step, they will need to recall the amount

of times

t»
b
as \vell as w har beat of the music the step_ mav_ beam.
Locical-

will be further explored

in the musical intelligence.

Spatial Intelligence
Spatial intelligence
involves

can also relate to Piaget's theory of development

"the ability to perceive the visual-spatial

rransformarions
intelligence

on those perceptions"

possess"sensiti,-itl

This intelligcnce

world accurately and to perforrn

(_-\rmstrong, 2000, :2). _-\n incii\-idual with

to color, line, shape, form, space, and the relationships
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that exist

between these elements"
decorator,

(~Armstrong, 2000, 2). Professions

in this field include an interior

architect, artist, and an inventor.

In relation to Piaget's stages of development,
sensorimotor

stage. Infants up to age

two

children develop spatial intelligence in the

grasp the concept of object permanence,

invol\-es "knowing that an object still exists, even if it is hidden"
permanence

which

0\IcLeod, 2010, 1c). The object

theory was proven in the 1963 "Blanket and Ball" study where an eight month old

was able to find a toy secretly hidden underneath

a blanket. This study sltows h ow infants are

able to form a mental image of a certain object.

Spatial intelligence is achieved through the use of the right posterior region of the right
hemisphere.

Damage to this area can impair "the ability to find one's \'lay around a site, to

recognize new faces or scenes, or to notice fme details" (Gardner,

1993, 22) . .L-\ child who

possesses high spatial intelligence enjoys art activities such as drawing, gets more out of pictures
then words while reading, and reads maps, charts, and diagralTIS more easily than text. Spatial
intelligence is apparent in today's socicrv with advances in navigational systems, artistic works,
architectural

designs, and inventions.

In a dance class, students must use their spatial intelligence to assess the distance
between other students. Since dance can require students to move in a particular area in space,
one must be conscious of how far one Inay travel before entering another dancer's space. For
exarnp]e, w he n students are asked to spread out on the dance floor the teacher may ask the
students to spread out their arms to ensure thev are not touching their neighbor. Students must
also be able to decipher whether they will be traveling on a diagonal, circle or straight across the
floor. Spatial intelligence \vill be correlated

to the interpersonal

dancing in a group.
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intelligence when discussing

Bodily-kinesthetic

Intelligence

The fourth
"one's

intelligence

whole body to express

is bodily-kinesthetic

things"

important

to the study of dance since it requires
dexterity,

capacities"

([\rmstrong,

strength,

flexibility,

is able to control

cortex with "each hemisphere
side" (Gardner,

and equilibrium"
"modifying

skeletal muscles

control

by the primary

motor

cortex"

through

the use of their motor
on the contra-lateral

that a right handed

individual

will

also plays a vital role in

to staTting or stopping

out balance

motor

movement)

(1\Iarieb, 2012, 2...t-t).The motor

control

sent to the

cortex,

unit in order to perforrn

the simplest

such as \vall6ng.

mathematical

intelligence.

a specific

the position

intelligence

However,

movement

is able to probletn

this problem

solving inv-olves signals to the brain to

based on the calculation

of the body. For instance.

solve similar to logical-

of how much force is needed

the action of hitting a baseball

where the bail will lan d on the bat, how much force to exert on the
position

tactile, and haptic

intelligence.

The cerebellum

and the basal ganglia all w o rk as a cohesive

in which the plaver should

hold the bat. This entire problem
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or

In addition

timing of skelctal rnuscle acti\-it~,- and controls

in relations

(particulaTly

on

to produce

and coordination.

bodily movement
means

focuses

is particularly

2012, 246-2.+ 7). The basal ganglia assist in voluntary

The bodily- kinesthetic

perform

or controlling

from their left hemisphere.

(:\Iarieb,

instructions

cerebellum,

strength

their bochly movement

dominant

as it "prov idcs the precise

movement

physical

intelligence

and speed as wel] as proprioceptive,

1993, 18).~rhis contra-lateral

their movement

exercises,

2000, 2-3). This bodily-kinesthetic

(_L--\_rmstrong,2000, 2) assist in ones bodilv-kinesthcric

_L--\_n
individual

control

This intelligence

ideas and feelings and facility in using one's hands

transform

"balance,

intelligence.

requires

as well as

an estimation

of

and wcl! as wh.u
soh~ing proce:ss all occurs

by

within a matter of seconds. The process
example

of an individual

of how fast ones bodily-kinesthetic

The bodilv-kinesthetic
,;

intelligence

can react.

is one of the primary "b intellio-ences used in dance

C/

one's body is uitirnatelv their instrument.

intelligence

hitting a baseball serves as a clear

Dance requires the physical body strength

certain steps, maintain

balance, as well as to coordinate

kinesthetic

may not alwavs be the fust objective

programs;
concept

intelligence

ones movement

of bodily-kinesthetic

intelligence

will continue

since

to perform

to the music. BocWy-

taken from dance outreach

the student will inevitably gro\v in this intelligence

however

,

to be explored

to some extent. This
and correlated

to other

in telligences.

Musical Intelligence

l\Iusical intelligence
bodily-kinesthetic
musical forms"

is another important

intelligence.

.lhe "capacity

tends to have a heightened

tha t works in conjunction

to perceive, discriminate,

(~-\_rmstrong, ~OOO,~) describes

in this intelligence

element

transform,

the musical intelligence.
"sensitivity

to rhvthm,

with the
and express

i\n inciividual that excels

pitch, or melody, and

tllnbre or tone color of a musical piece" (_L~\rmstrong,~OOO,~). The musical intelligence
earliest intelligence

to dev-elop, however

r-rhe right temporal

lobe is responsible

skill "is not as clearly 'localized,'
18). l\Iusical intelligence
(paleolithic)

societies"

prodigies

a developmental

for the musical intelligence.

or located in a specifiable

has existed for centuries
(Gardner,

usually go through

area, as language"

as it played a "unifying role

1993, 18) since communication

l\Iusic even serves as a universal faculty practiced
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However,

in numerous

(Gardner,
ill

is the
crisis.

the rnusical
1993, 17-

Stone _L~\ge

was more musical in nature.
cultures.

In comparison
requires

to the bodily-kinesthetic

the muscle memory and dexterity provided

bodily-kinesthetic
completing

and musical intelligence

ability in early childhood"

dancer needs both

_L~

movement

serves as a

1993, 18), e_"{posure to music at a

In a dance class, students

will bevin
to decipher
b

may even learn dances

Intelligence

The naturalistic
the numerous

intelligence

species-flora

This mal:' involve recoonizinz
c»
_y

species. In addition,

involves "expertise

in the recognition

and fauna- of an individual's
members

bOb

environmcnr"

and classification

of

(~-\rlnstrong, 2000, 2).

of a species as well as the existence of neio hborino

an individual h,-ing in an urban env ironrncnr

has "the capacity to

amono-r» nonlivinv·0- forms such as cars, sneakers, and music CD cov ers" .(-\rn1strono-0'

2000, 2). \\lhile an indi,~idualli\-ing
such as mountains,

Individuals

in a rural setting may be hypersensitive

to recognizing

that excel in the naturalistic

for his work on the ev olutionarv
07eurologically,

intelligence

theory, while Jane Goodall

naturalistic

intelligence

This area of the brain works to discriminate

Nanlralistic
hunter gatherers.

inrcllizcncc
~

natural

bodies of water, and even cloud formations.

may pursue careers as a naturalist,

or an animal activist. For example, Charles Dat\\~in excelled in naturalistic

chimpanzees.

while

with a certain time signature such as a tango, waltz, or a polka.

Natllralistic

phenomena,

(Gardner,

such as a 4/4,3/-+, or a 6/8 meter. Students

various time signanlres

discriminate

in this intelligence.

playing an inStll.lment

since one must be able to perform

voun«
ao e is valuable to a child's education.
"'
c» b

associated

an individual

the steps with the proper counts of the music. Since musical intelligence

"raw computational

biologist,

intelligence,

intelligence

excelled for her srudv of

steins from areas of the left parietal lobe.

liy-ing from nonli\'-ing things.

has been ev ident for millions of vcars dating back to the a(:rcof
0
-

The creation of various hunwlg
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tools reveals an

L

and how they must be hunted. This naturalistic
the "agrarian

intelligence

period; then fell out of favor during industrial

However, naturalistic

intelligence

was much more important
expansion"

is being used to find "green"

(L\rmstrong,

\vays to presen-e

durin»b
2000, 6).

the earth for all

of its inhabitants.

In a dance class, students

may be asked to use their naturalistic

translatino-t» Iivin«b thinvs
in nature into movement.
b

For instance,

intelligence

a student rnav. be asked to rn ov e

like a snake, frog, lion, etc. This w o uld require an indi,,-idual to distinguish
recall whether

that particular

water. Students

when

between

a species and

animal moves on all fours, two legs, or ma:- ev en just swim in

may even be asked to mimic the movement

qualities of a particular

character

from a ballet such as a sw an from the ballet Slvcln LIke.

Existential Intelligence
The existential intelligence

is the last intelligence

added by Howard

Gardner.

Therefore,

there is limited literature on existential intelligence

since many of Gardner's

works were

published

involv es the "scnsitivnv

and capacrty to

before its release. Existential

tackle deep questions

intelligence

about human existence such as, what is the meaning

of lifer- \'Chy do we

die? How did we get here?" (NIl-, 1). This involves anal:-zing what lies beyond life and death.
\\Then one explores their ow n existence. thcv ma~- question
o-et here

b

,

and whv_ do thev. die" (Exarnined

Existence,

"whv are people born, how do they

1). The existential

inrellincnce

ma_y- also be

<.__)

called the moral or spiritual intelligence.

Potential
philosopher,

careers for those w ho excel in existential intelligence

and theologian.

which is required
developed through

Existential

for these professions.

intelligence

promotes

include a scientist,

reflective and deep thinking,

to design a l» tract ideas i~ also a skilled

The

existential intelligence.
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In terms of dance, artistic expression

is considered

existential intelligence

The audience is able to

dancer explores a deeper meaning to the physical work being performed.
grasp the story of a ballet through
intelligence.

the artistry and movement

.lhis artistic development

existential intelligence.

of the more contemplative

ten bouidclines for social development

needs"

(Humphrey,

to participate

through dance

aspects of life.

thro uyh dance

rhrouch

C}

1987,21).

dance. Hurnphrev

~

mentions

Gardner's

relationsbips

are based on social

In a dance class, each child should be gi\-en an equal opportunity

in order to make them feel included in the group. In comparison,

rnterpersonal

through dance.

and I__.earningT'hrough Dance highlights a set of

wheri referring to how "interpersonal

various degrees of interaction
to promote

explored

requires certain guidelines in order to be developed

work Child De\~elopment

intelligence

and physical practice of one's

_I\n artistic expression

of the personal intelligences

Social de\~elopment

interpersonal

takes years of experience

of movement.

creates a reflective pondering

James Humphrey's

of a dancer with high existential

a dancer, one must consider the deeper tneaning of a ballet rather than

_L~S

just the steps and sequences

Development

since the

bet\veen inclividuals and groups"

(Humphrey,

"there are

1987, 21) in order

interaction.

Children will often need to choose or be chosen when \vorking with a partner or a
group. Choosing

and being chosen represents

12), which can be detrimental

an "expression

of a basic need" (Humphrey,

198~,

if not handled properly so that certain children are not alwav s

selected last or left out. In addition,

Humphrey

states how "interpersonal

interaction

between

children is a basis for choice ... [since] children may realize the value of a child's contribution
a specific activ irv and accept such a child accordingly"
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(Hurriphrev,

1987, 2~)). r n the case of

to

students in a dance class, children "may be likely to accept their friends regardless of ability in
dance skills" (Humphrey,

Humphrey

1987,23).

notes how students belonging to a group tend to "develop differently than he

or she can as an individual alone" (Humphrey,
personal

interest in movement

experiences"

1987,23).

Since "children focus their greatest

(Humphrey,

1987,23),

intrapersonal

intelligence will

be implicitly learned. This idea can translate into a child's everyday life beyond the dance class,
which will be further explored in my case study.

In terms of intrapersonal
or her self-concept

intelligence, Humphrey

through undertaking

roles" (Humphrey,

class can provide students with an opportunity
abilities. _L\ccording to Humphrey,
(Gardner,

mentions

that a "child can develop his

1987,23).

for self expression

Role taking in a dance

as well as to realize his/her

"learning to play roles is a process of social development"

22). This "learning to playa role" experience may attribute an exploration

of various

roles such as the teacher or even line leader in the class. "Ihis could involve a "selection

of

activities and helpina-t» others w ith dance skills" (Gardner,
22). The process of Loeer rnentoririob
"
through a process known as scaffolding \v~ill be examined later in this thesis.

Lana-uacre can be used as a tneans of socialization and self expression.
b

b

tauvhr
the lanouave
of the bodv_, which not only- assists in dancinz
b
b
b
an inciividual's body language. Humph rev mentions
accornp lisb.iny integrativ-e interaction
1987,22).

how "dance

and thus for prornotiny

In young children, rriov ernerit is an important

best expressed.

Finally, "resistance

integr1ty" (Humphrey,

to domination

C.J

IS

but also with understandino-b
unique in its potential for

social dev-elopment"

(Hurnphrev,

aspect of their life in which feelings are

is an active atternpt to maintain one's

1987, 13). This may occur in response

to a dornin.uinu

by fello\v students. [\ student's resistance displavs signs of a ~trong pcrsonalitv.
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Students can be

teacher or bullying

Case Study Introduction
In my case study, I hope to prove a correlation
and interpersonal
interpersonal

intelligences.

intelligences

Yet, dance is not limited to the development

intelligence,

(listening to the teacher), musical (interpreting
spatial (movement

movement)

intelligences.

interpersonal

intelligences

of intrapersonal

since dance requires the use of more than Just these intelligences.

base of dance stems from bodily kinesthetic

rhythms),

between dance and gains in intrapersonal

through

space), and naturalistic

(establishing

(recognizing

objects through

are interconnected,

serve as a vital area of a child's development

even further through

the art of dance. The zone of proximal

other and scaffolding

are key concepts

explored

The

however it also involves linguistic

music), logical/mathematical

\~lhile all of these intelligences

and

throughout

intrapersonal

and

that can be developed

development,

more kno\vledgeable

the case study, which will help to

explain certain social behavior.

Zone of Proximal Devlopment and More Knowledgable Other

Ley- \T,rCJotsky
_ t»
_, a Soviet psvchologist,
.
<:»

development
cognition.

plaved an influential role in developing b the social
•

theory. In this theory, social interaction

plays a fundamental

role in developing

\Tygotsky believes that the world children inhabit is shaped by their families,

communities,

socioeconomic

that "community

status, education,

and culture. rIhis is evident when \rygotsky states

plays a central role in the process of 'making tneaning'"

(:\IcLeod, 2007, 1).

Similar to Piaget, \-ygotsky bclives that }:oung children are curious about the world and are
active learners. \rygotsl'0'-'s theories on cogniti"\-e development
~Iore

Knowledgable

Other C\II~O)

are further explained through

and the zone of proximal development
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(ZPO).

the

The more knowledgeable
complete

other refers to someone who is better able to perform

a certain task, process, or concept than the learner. However,

or

the ]\11<:.0 is not limited

to adults, teachers, etc. Instead, a child's peers may have more knowledge about a particular kids
rnov ie rather than ones parents. _1-\nrvII<:'Ocan even be a computer

program in some cases as

long as they possess more knowledge about the subject than the learner.

The second concept that is key to understanding
development
analyzed"

is the zone of proximal

dcv eloprnent

\7ygotsky's theory on cogniti\~e

established in 1978. \Tygotsky's work

that what children can achieve with

the assistance of others (social interaction)
may be more indicative of their mental
development

than what they can do alone"

(\Tygotsky, 1978, 85). This zone of proximal
development

refers to the distance between

the most difficult task: a child can do alone
and the most difficult task a child can do with
Figure 3.

help. .lhe image below (figure 3) cleatlv
displays whcre the zone of pro xirnal developnl_ent measures on a child's level of abilities.

\Tygotsky's theory uses learning to "a\\-ak:en[s] a varierv of internal de\-eloplTIental
processes

that are able to operate only whe n the child is interacting

cnv ironrrien t and in cooperation

with people in his

with his peers. Once these processes are internalized,

become part of the child's independent

dev elopmental

achievement.

creates the proximal zone of de\-elopnl_ent" (\rygotsky, 19~8, 9U).
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Therefore,

The zone of proximal
bloom.

development

can be compared

\7ygotsky breaks development

(res-ult of learning/

developmental

"_r\ctllal development
development

sequences)

that have already matured

development

on a day to day basis. However,

instruction

and actual development.

in which a teacher provides

zone of proximal

_-lccording to \Tygotsky

and are the products

of

used in schools as a teacher assists

is frequently
this is different

information

from the traditional

to the students,

active role in learning. I\ peer or any more knowledgeable
their zone of proximal

development

1978, 86).

The zone of proximal
students

down into two levels: the zone of proximal

defmes functions

(\~rgotsky,

to a bud of a flower that is \'vaiting to

de\-elopment.

dev-elopment

model for

since students

must play an

other can help an individual

acluev c

_r\ child can take these skills learned from reaching their

in one area and apply them in another area.

In dance classes, the teacher can help a student reach their zone of proximal
development

by providing

verbal and hands on corrections

on how to execute certain steps or

achieve a position.

_-\ teacher must observe the children to determine

learning and where

they are capable of going. In order to effecti\~ely use \.~gotsky's theory teachers

rnus t observe

children

pair up children
with a student

carefully to plan curriculum

that encourages

where they are in their

their erll_erging abilities, as well as to

wh o can learn from each other. _\ teacher might pair up a student
wh o tends to struggle. This peer mentoring

ones zone of proximal

development.

who excels in the class

can assis! in making strides to work towards

.lhe zone of p ro xirnal de\~eloplnent

can be aided bv scaffolding

from one indi\~idual to another.

Scaffolding
Scaffolding
dev cloprncnr,

is a tool designed

to guide a child toward their zone of proximal

however \'ygotsky- never u~ed scaffolding.
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The tern! scaffolding

originates

rrorn

\Vood, Bruner, and Ross in 1976 as an "adult controlling
essentially
another

beyond the learner's capacity"

(puntambekar,

those elements

of the task that are

2009, 1). The individual

scaffolding

is not solely limited to an adult figure, which will be later explored in my case

individual

studv.

.lhe concept

of scaffolding

can be compared

child riding the bike has two scaffolding
knowledgeable

other

w ho

supports,

to the steps taken to riding a bike. The

the training wheels, and the more

is running alongside the bike. The more capable learner "handles

the

\'vhile allo\,ving the child to tl-::-out the easier parts" (Fisher/ F rey, ~O 10,

harder parts temporarily,
1). In order for scaffolding

to be effecri\-e, it mus t be "gradually dismembered"

2010, 1). If the scaffolding

if taken a\,vay too early, the learner can become

(Fisher / Frey,

frustrated

and usually

must start over.

In dance classes, scaffoldL.'1g occurs almost e\-ery class between
student.
explored

In some cases, scaffolding
throughout

demonstrates

the teacher and the

may occur from peer to peer, which will be a concept

the case study. '_rypically when a new step is being taught, the teacher

the step then the student tries doing the step on their own. ~-\nother \,/ay to

scaffold during a ballet class is from a hands on approach.
the right position
hands on approach

or even go through

The teacher can place the student in

the actions while assisting the student's

helps the dancer feel the movement

arms or feet. This

and will help to build proper muscle

merriorv.

Backgrollnd
The basis of my case studv
BC[\S is an arts outreach

begins with the Butler COlnnl.uruty L-\rts School (l-)(~~-\S.) The

organization

located on Butler l':ni\-ersity's carnpus since

primary mission of the BC_-\S is to "provide

access to the arts espcciallv
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2( )()2.

The

to children w ho cannot

afford art classes as \'lell as to provide diverse teaching experiences
BC_:\S Director,

I~aren Thickstun

began my involvement

(I~. Thickstun,

personal

for Butler students"

communication,

The dance division of the BC_l\S reaches out to community
IZing Comtnunity

Daycare

17,2015.)

with the BC~-\S in 2013 as a teaching assistant, became a teaching fello\\~

in the Fall of 2013, then recently became the dance div ision coordinator

Luther

February

in Fall 2014.

centers such as the l\Iartin

Center (in which my case study will take place,) -L-\untie1\Iame's

Center, and the Indianapolis

_l-\cademy of Excellence.

The BC-L-\Sprovides

affordable

dance classes to stLldents who would not normally receive dance classes or any exposure
arts. _l-\ further explanation
Integration

savs the

of the work the BC~-\S performs

will be examined

ill

to the

the __:-\rts

section.

Pedagogical approach to teaching:
\v~hile teaching
successful

ffi:l

elementary

aged students,

I have begun to view what techniques

are

and which are not as successful. ~-\sa dance pedagogy major at Butler, I have learned

the rules and guidelines

for teaching classical ballet in the Cechetti,

\~agonava, and R.~-\.D.

schools throuch the course: T'eaching _-\nabi~sisof Classical Ballet. However,
u

~

-

the ballet classes

tauouhr thrououb the Butler Communit\~ "' ~-\rts School are not a typical
ballet class rauaht in a
c..>

professional

school gi\-en the lack of resources

dance apparel (leotard, tights, and sometimes
ballet class that includes elements

such as a ballet barre, ballet flooring, and even
ballet shoes). Students

of creative movement.

~-\s a teacher, I have combined

my knowledge of ballet teaching from rn~,~Teaching

-L\nalysis of Classical Ballet class along with informal
technique created by Jacques d' ~\mbolse.
dancer and founder

of [he ~ational

are taught a condensed

J accrlles

d'~-\niboise, former ~ cw York (=ity 13aUct

Dance Institute
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seminars on the 0iational Dance Institute

believed that the arts are able

t()

eno-ao-cand
;:J
(J

I

rnorivate individuals towards excellence. The National Dance Institute is different from a
traditional

dance school since they target students with little to no previous dance experience.

Students taking my ballet class will not only learn basic ballet steps, but also their proper
terminology

and meaning. ivIy teaching style of these ballet steps provides students with a

bodily-kinesthetic
naturalistic

(physically performing

(comparing

the step), LinguIstic (verbally saying the step), and ev-en

a ballet step to the movement

of an animal or object

ill

nature) approach

to learning.

During ballet class, I have frequently quizzed the students on the infortnation

presented

in previous classes such as '\vhat is the movernent and meaning of a pas de chat." Some
students

may remember

the step right awav, however most students tend to remernber

the

analogy associated \vith the particular step. For instance, the term "pas de chat" means step of
the cat, therefore
remember

students \vill recall the visual image rhcv created of a cat jumping in order to

the mo\-ement

cluality of the step. .lhis approach

to learning new ballet terminology

was applied to the process of learning other ballet steps.

Methods

of Research:

In order to produce qualitativ-e and quantitative
a sun-ey that wo uld measure the intrapersonal

results through my case study, I created

and interpersonal

intelligence. The subjects

involved in the case study- would present this surv ev to their primary school teacher before the
case study had begun. The survev would be presented

and filled out again after the eight weeks

of dance classes had concluded.

Tb e SUl\-ey created contains the categories verbal communication
others, which both represent

interpersonalll1telligence.
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and understanding

1-he other categorIes rncasuring

of

intrapersonal

intelligence include nonverbal

communication,

sense of self and self image. The

survey is located in the appendix of this thesis.

\~Then creating my graph of results (figure 4), I assigned a point value for each categor\'
beginning

from the bottom

to the top tier. Therefore,

the bottom

second tier is worth two, etc. \\?hen the phrase 4/4 is mentioned,

tier is worth one point, the
this means that the student has

achieved a perfect score in a certain category. This also means that the student excels in this
category such as v erba] communication.

The main class in which I had the opportunity

to observe my two subjects was a ballet

class that meets for an hour once a week. On occasion, I was able toview

mv. sub)'ects in a hivh
b

energy dance class that also met for an hour once a week. During each class I took observations
in both

on the subjects to note any changes in social beha-v-ior illcluding developments
intrapersonal

and interpersonal

were also two important

intelligence. The zone of proximal development

concepts

I observed in numerous

and scaffolding

dance classes.

Subject 1 Background
Subject one is a nine year old female w ho attends the same school as subject
Subject one has participated

ill

the ballet and high energy Butler Conimuruty

(\\-0.

~-\rts School classes

for the past three years that I have taught at the i'vIartin Luther I(illg ConLmunity Center. Subject
one tends to be \-ery well behaved and almost quiet at times. In regards to dance material,
subject one is usuallv quick to pick up material.

Subject one can be a leader in ballet class, which is supplemented

by her mitial score on

the SU1\-ey.Subject one scored a -+ / -t on ail of the categories on the SUf\-ey filled out by the
primary school teacher. .lhe teacher ev en cornrnented
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that subject was a wonderful

student and

put in great effort. Even though subject one scored a perfect score from the start, she could
continue

to gro\v as an individual throughout

the eight weeks.

Subject 2 Backgrollnd

Subject two is an eight year old female who has also participated
enervv Butler Community
eN./

in the ballet and high

~\rts School classes for the past three years that I have tauvht
at the
r»
./

J\Iartin Luther I<ing Community

Center. This subject tends to have behavioral issues such as a

lack of focus during class, acting immaturely,
follo\ving the teacher's
to the amount

directions.

acting inappropriately

In terms of dancing, subject two

of years spent in the program.

for their age, and not alwavs
knO\VS

the ballet material due

IT et, the subject does not alwavs fully apply herself

to working during class and tends to get distracted.

Subject two tends to act out of line under the influence of her peers. However,
two will also act

\\-ell

behaved under the influence of another well behaved student such as

subject one. Subject two scored a consistent
to subject

hVO'S

subject

intrapersonal

intelligence,

three on her interpersonal

she scored a two in nonverbal

intelligence.

In regards

cornrnunicarion,

a three

in sense of self, and a four in self image. Subject two had room to gro\v in her scores. However,
this would be difficult since her behavior had been consistent

for the time in which I have

known her.

Observations \Veek 1-6
Beginning
however

in class one, all of the studcnts entered class with a frown on their face;

bv the first esercisc all of the students were acrivcly engaged. \\'hen

dancers a new step called pas de chat, I encountered
subjects,

Subject one immediately

opposite

reactions from both of mv

esccUed at learning the step while subject
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teaching the

t\\()

Just stood thcre.

Little did I kriow that this reaction by subject two would occur in future classes.

1\S

a teacher, I

hands on learning as I physically moved subject one's feet in the motion of the step. I

practiced

then begun to scaffold subject one to her zone of proximal development
practiced

as I repeatedly

pas de chat with her until she could achieve the step.

~rhroughout
to perform

a certain step. Subject one would scaffold subject one by physically demonstrating

and performing
intelligence,

the class subject one would frequently ask subject two questions about how

the step with her. \'(Thile subject two was making gains in her bodily-kinesthetic

subject one and two were both developing

their interpersonal

intelligence. Subject

one and two were focused when \'lorking with each other, however a negati\-e attitude from
other students

tend to disrupt this harrnoriv.

Behavior can become an issue during sorne of these ballet classes, which is whv
discipline has become such a popular topic during class. It is often that the rnood of other
students

can disrupt and affect the entire class. In this situation where a group of students were

acting disrespectful

subject two tended to join in and act out of line. In contrast, subject one

became \-ery timid and introv crtcd in this type of cnvirorimcnr.

It seerned as though subject one

became very closed off in order to av ord the peer pressure of acting out of line.

\'(Then focused in class subject two can make incredible progress in her bodily-kinesthetic
intelligence as well as the personal intelligences. _-\sclasses progressed,
the line leader during class and was rewarded for completing
rwo began to volunteer

intelligence,

steps correctly. In response subject

to be the line leader, which was a surprise to most students. E,-cn if

subject two did not alwavs complete
still rewarded

subject one was typically

a step corrcctlv when demonstrating

for her leadership. Subject
w hicl: would o nlv continue

[\\-0

clearly demonstrated

in weeks to come.
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to the class, she was

gains in intrapcrs.on«!

Defining

moment:

\\'hile
Community

substitute

teaching for a high energy dance class at the J\Iartin Luther l~g

Center, I had the opporrunitv

energy dance class occurred
demonstrating
marking

to view my two subjects in a different

light. This high

in the sixth week of the case study. \\'hile the teacher was

steps for a combination,

I noticed how subject two was just standing still and not

the steps. The teacher asked her whv she wasn't dancing and follo\\-ing the

cornbination,

but she just responded

_L-\ftera few minutes
combination.
received

the teacher continued

on with the rest of the students

teacbing the

I took subject two aside and asked her if she didn't want to dance, once again I

the response

of frustration.
responded

"I don't know."

"I don't kriow." I then began to see tears well up in her eyes and a sense

I then asked her if she didn't kriow the combination

and that's when she

"yes." This whole time the other two teachers and I had thought

subject two was

giving attitude and refusing to dance. Little did we know that there was an underlying issue,
subject two was unable to pick up the steps quicklv enough so she basicallv ga,,-e up instead of
coping with her emotions

I took subject

and asking for help.

tw

o in the back of the claSSr001TIand went through

One bv one she was able to learn the sequences

to the cornbination.

uTIagery was helpful to her learrung process and mernorization
she was able to pick up on a step much fas ter when matched
as shooting

a basketball

or starting a lawn rrrow er. I explained

she did not get the wb o]e cornbination

the steps ,,-cry slowlv.

I found that using visua]

for the seguence.

For instance,

to an action she could recall such
to subject two that even though

right n ow , she at least has a start and the tools she needs

to learn the rest of the dance during the nest class. \'[y hope for subject
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t\VO IS

for her to realize

ho\v bundling

up her emotions

will not get her anywhere, whereas addressing

seeking help will have a better outcome

in the future.

.lhis event is a perfect example of intrapersonal
have the confidence

intelligence

since subject two did not

to evert try dancing the sequence of steps. However, once it was broken

down at a slower pace she was able to understand
two: learning pieces of the combination,
example

the issue and

of the zone of proximal

it more easilv. I set a clear goal for subject

and she was able to achieve these. Subject

development

since she was not able to perform

two

is a clear

the dance

initially by herself. Y et, I was able to be her more kno\\-ledgeable

other and scaffold her to the

point where she knew the sequence of steps and felt comfortable

performing

sections of the

dance with her peers.

In the case of subject
Teachers

on with the whole class or gi'\-e attention

to

student. In mv teaching arialvsis of classical ballet class and ballet tcachin« b
,;

students

some students

<:»

_

are taught to teach to the middle lev el of the class. However,

this means that

rnav. struvzle
and not grasp the material right
awav.
Srudenrs can boet fall behind
bb
~/
-

and will have difficulrv

catching up. One can only imagine how this may affect a student on a

daily basis if they constaritlv
01

this type of situation may even occur in her classes at school.

must make choices \vhether to continue

one particular
practicum,

t\VO,

...

fall behind.
..

On the other hand, Subject one picked up the combination

right a\\,-ayand was able to

keep up with the pace of the teacher. This shows the \-arying range that Subject one and Subject
two take to process

material. Ho\ve'\-er, subject two just needed a more kno\vlcdgeable

scaffold her to her proximal

other to

zone of development.

of class ma tcrial \vas cornplcrclv

Subject rwos body language and
high energy class in comparison

different in the

to what I have observed in nl_~-ballet class. \\(,hen challenged
39

with a sequence

of steps, subject two became overwhelmed since she did not grasp the material

right a\,vay. Ho\'\~ever, in ballet class she

knO\VS

all of the steps yet tends to get bored and doesn't

put in effort. This may. be a result of the repetitive

nature of ballet as well as a lack of challeno-e
b

for Subject two in the class. Yet, there needs to be a balance between setting goals for the
student

and making sure they understand

Progression

the material.

of subject one "\veeks 7-8

By the seventh wce k of ballet classes, subject one had made significant strides in both
her dancing as well as her intrapersonal
good student
class.

grO\vth. Subject one has always been a

as displayed through her initial scores on the surcey as well as her behavior during

et, she did tend to get distracted

~r

and interpersonal

Subject 1 possesses

at times through the influence

the tendency

to be shv and quiet. However,

of her peers.

throughout

the eight

week case studv she has been more of an aid to the other students in class. \'rhen asked a
question

about a particular step, subject one is the Erst student to raise her hand and

demonstrate

the step. Subject one has even helped other students learn as she phvsicallv

demonstrated

the step and walked through

peer scaffolding

the process with them. Subject one demonstrates

as she helps other students reach their proximal zone of development.

one's actions prove that she has a clear understanding
interpersonal

intelligence

Subject

of the material and posses the

to share that kno\vledge \v-ith her peers.

In terms of intrapersonal
confident,

the

intelligence,

subject one has become significantly more

which is shown by the \vay she presents

herself. Subject one is not afraid an~-morc to

be the line leader for an exercise or ev en demonstrate

a step across the floor. Throuuhout

past few weeks, subject one has become a natural leader in the class that students
know the material and come to for help if necessarv.
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these

can rely on to

Progression

of Subject two \-veeks 7-8

In the seyenth week of
Subject

two and Subject

on the ground
to promote

m)i'

case srudy, I began to see evident improvements

one. \'{Thile stretching

with their feet together

stretching

while diverting

at the beginning

of class, I have each student

to make their so called "sandwich."
the student's

attention

in both

This excrctsc

to the simple question:

sit

works

"what

type

of sandwich do you have rodav."

Subject

1:\1.'0can be very talkative and loud during class, yet she always tends to become

very shy when put on the spot especially in front of her peers. Subject
become

v erv_. soft and she mav ev en hunch her shoulders

class. However,
ask instead
favorite

of the original question

Disney

something

in this class subject

characters

1:\vOperked

[orwarci as a means of hidinvt:» from the

up and ga\-e a suggestion

about sandwiches.

Subject

The class put subject

1:\1.'0'5suggestion

two even acted out her fa\-onte

Disney

intellivence
b

to the test and it was ulrimatelv

character

"Olaf"

since she ~Qained the confidence

I had the opportunity
King Center

to substitute

for the second

all say our

which is

a success. Subject

from the moyie Frozen

to

two displayed

without

gains

not orilv. feel comfortable

speakino-b

with conviction.

teach the high energv dance class at the :\Iartln

week in a row and see if the students

in the ballet class this same week. I was surprised
similar imprm-ements

shown

anv

in

w cr e anv different.

class also occurred in \\~eek scv en of the case study, which may correlate to imrro\~crncnts

displayed

to

before.

alone in front of her peers, but also to make her own decisions

Luther

two stated "we should

or worrtes about what her peers would think. Subject

intrapersonal

for a new question

and then act them out to our spots (in the classroom,)"

that she has never said nor suggested

hesitation

1:\\-O'Svoice tends to

but pleased

to see that subject

from the ballet class that same week.
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two had

This
seen

\\lhen

reviewing the same combination

class, subject

two immediately

said that she had been practicing

just stood

there as the students

happened

last week. Subject

went over the combination

two displayed

occurred

in last wceks class. Ho\vever,

different

point

I simply had to remind

the sequence
the other

the same timid and overwhelmed

kno\vledge

a teacher,

_L-\_S

the previous

two

to the music, similar to what

of subject

state of mind that

the situation

from a

twos issue.

two that she knew the dance and was able to do aU of it

her of some of the visual imagery used to remember

of the dance. Subject

students.

performed

subject

the dance. ~~t first subject

this class I was able to approach

of view since I had previous

last week. I reminded

that was taught in last week's high energy dance

two then felt comfortable

I was able to remind

enough

the physical

to practice

steps and

the stcps wirh

subject

two of the scaffolding

week for her to achieve her proximal

zonc of development.

I had

Results

_L\sshown

below by the graph (figure 4), the subjects

improvements

in some of the categories.

had previously

scorcd

comments

Subject

a 4/4 in all of the categories.

that she "continues

were consistent

one remained
The primary

to be a very hard-\vorking,

consistent
school

cxceptiorial

or made

in her scores since she
teacher

student,

of subject

onc

both acadernically

and bchaviorallv."

Subject

two improved

of these areas, subject
two reported
manner"

two improved

that she <-'has strong

in regards

cornrnunication.
which

in the verbal communication

her score to a 4/4. Thc primary

reported

\~erbal communication.
that subject

e::,\:plains the lack of irnprovernent
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\'Chen discussing

two continues

in this category.

school

teacher

In both

of subject

voice things in the appropriate

verbal skills, but doesn't

to the category:

the teacher

and sense of self categories.

In the

nonverbal

to have poor bodv languagc~
lffiage

, the teacher

admits that subject two "is a strong student when she wants to be, but doesn't put in her 6_111
effort on most school work."
Figure 4

Survey results of Subject 1 and Subject 2
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Feedback

from Martin Luther

King Center workers:
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1 before
1 after

subject

2 before

Subject

2 after

case study
8 weeks
case study
8 weeks

The Director

of youth activities at the l\Iartin Luther lZing Community

Bro\vn, and an administrative

assist Brooke Paddock provided

Center, ]\Iegan

feedback about subject one and

subject twos progress over these past eight weeks. This is both Brown and Paddock's
at the lYIartin Luther lZing Community

In terms of intrapersonal

rust year

Center as \vell as meeting both subject one and two.

gro\,,~th with subject one, Bro\vn has witnessed subject one

"settle down and process her emotions ... she was alwavs a little more quiet than the other kids,
but she really does a good job expressing what she wants and what she needs in a good place
now" (l\LBrO\vn, personal communication,

Feb. 25,2015).

BrO\vn has noticed how much

subject one has matured since meeting her. Brown and Paddock both notice how subject one is
much more quiet, however Paddock notes how subject one "has gotten more confident in

(B. Paddock, personal communication,

herself'

Feb. 25,2015).

Subject two "has had some ups and downs ... now she is much more open about" (E.
Paddock,

personal communication,

Feb. 25,2015)

managing her emotions.

Paddock

prove that subject two made strides in inttapersonal

Paddock

mentions

ObselTations

from

growth from taking ballet class.

that ballet class has taught subject one to cornrnurucate

better elIlotionall:"

since the \vorkers are able to tell if she is having a bad dav. Subject one tends to bundle up
emotions

and she is

communication,

learning to "talk about it instead" (E. Paddock, personal

Feb. 25, 2(15). This is teaching subject one to deal with her emotions in a

healthv and effective manner.

In regards to interpersonal
subject one and rwo "weren't
others"

intelligence, Paddock mentions

that before taking ballet class

\-ery open to ,\-orking with others or following directions

(D. Paddock, personal communication,

Feb. 25, 2(15).

fwm

Since discipline has been a major

topic in dance class to due to behavioral issues as well as the discipline needed to perform dance,
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Paddock

has viewed a change in both the subjects. Both subject one and two "will listen to all of

the dance instructors ... they will be cooperative
the whole class" (E. Paddock,

in a sense when the energy is a certain \vay with

personal communication,

Feb. 25,2015).

_._-\fterclass has ended, Bro\'vn has viewed the dancers in the class including subjects one
and two "practicing
personal

things and gi\-ing each other pointers and trying to figure it out" (}'LBro\\-n,

communication,

among the students

Feb. 25,2015).

These interactions

have created a sense of cornrnurutv

taking dance, which is apparent in and outside of the classroom. In addition,

Bro\vn has seen that the BC~-\S dance classes have seemed "to engender a lot more rearnwo rk
amongst

the kids" (i\I.Bro\\-n, personal communication,

Feb. 25, 2015). \"\Thenall of the students

are asked a ballet question during class Paddock "know]s]

subject one and subject two has

jumped up in before to show" (E. Paddock, personal communication,
the class. I)addock, ha\~ing the opportunity
classroom

Feb. 25, 2015) the rest of

to view subject one and t\VOIn and outside of the

believes that "they have defmitely gro\vn in the past year" (E. Paddock, personal

communication,

F'eb. 25,2015).

.lhc ballet class as a whole varies on a dav. to dav- basis based on beha\~ior; ho\\-e\-er
workers have begun to see students "carry these [discipline J v alucs into dowg their h o rncw o rk '
(E. Paddock,

personal communication,

Feb. 25, 2(15).

Paddock has viewed that "sometimes

they [students] don't want to e~press it [the joy of dancingJ in front of others because its 'not
cool'" (E. Paddock,
observed

personal cornmunicatiori,

in numerous

Feb. 25, 2(15). This \,-pc of attitude has been

classes and can affect the energy of the class.'\{ et, at the end c)f the dav,

dance class has left the srucicrits feeling "calmer, better able to tirush homework
the next thing" (E. Paddock,

Limitations

personal communication.

to the case study
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Feb. 25, 2()15).

or

lTI()\-C

on to

Some limitations

to the case study were affected by the short amount of time to perform

it. Since the case study was completed

in the Spring 2015 semester and the students

attend ballet class on a regular basis, this narrowed
These students

also happened

needed to

my window of students down to only two.

to have had prior years of study with the Butler Community

School. There was also a lack of a control group containing

students

.\rts

who did not participate

in

the eight weeks of dance classes to test if they would receive similar results on the survey.

In terms of the survey, subject one received a perfect score from the start, which was
difficult

to prove any improvements

other than obsen~ati()ns from the Martin Luther King

Center wo rkers and myself _\ letter to the prirnarv teacher might have helped to better explain
the entire case study; however

I did not want this to sway the teacher's judgment.

of subjects may have provided

a wider range of results.

1\ larger pool

Arts integration
Goals 2000: Educate America Act:
_-\mericans can tend to lose sight on the lmportance
from when "nomadic
painted

first sang and danced for their ancestors,

the arts have described,

for Dance Education,

-"--\ctwas sicned bv President

first

human experience"

(National

\vhich was "based on the

p.

remise that students w ill reach

'

higher levels of achievement
of the ~ational

defined, and deepened

1994-, 8). On March 31, 1994- the Goals :2000: Educate _\merica

Clinton

b·

creation

since hunters

their quarry on the walls of caves, since parents first acted out the stories of their heroes

for their children,
Standards

peoples

of dance in our hisrorv. Beginning

whcn more is expected

Education

the criteria for certifying volunrarv

Standards
content

of them" (Varis, 1994-, 1). This led to the

Improvement

standards
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Council \vhose Job is to determine

with three objectives

in mind:

1) to ensure that the standards are internationally competitive
2) to ensure they reflect the best kno\v-Iedge about teaching and learning, and
3) to ensure they have been developed through a broad-based, open adoption
process
0Jational Standards for Dance Education, 1994, 10).
In response,

the l\'ational

S/clJ1dardJjor

Be _L~lb!eto Do in Dante was created
The National

Standards

ill

Dallo}

Edll{'cltioll: rr''f}(/! EL'f!ry }

for Dance Education

standards

the range of elementary

j'/;ollid «»:» and

1994.

Tlus thesis will mainly focus on kindergarten
encompasses

~Olll~g j<ll?2el7'~ill!

through

school students

created a set of standards
fourth grade level students,
explored

for Pre 1(-12.
which

in my case study. The four

include:
1. Indentifying and demonstrating
movement elements and skills in perfornling
dance
2. Undcrstandinn
choreographic principles, processes, and structures
3. lTnderstanding dance as a \\-a:- to create and communicate meaning
4. _L\pplying and demonstrating
critical and creative thu1king skills in dance
(National Standards for Dance Education, 199-+,20-21).

These standards

hope to "combat

the uniformed

idea that the arts are an 'acadcrnicallv

of srudv ... [and] that the arts have 'academic) standing)) (National
Education,

in Schools

In schools across ~\lnerica, the arts have continually

funding"

or diminished

been one of the fu-st areas to be

due to budget cuts. Since ~'1990, forty-four

(Zelnelman/Daniel::;,

little educational

states hnv c slashed arts

2005, 158) since it can be solel:- viewed as an extra add on with

value. The arts, including visual art, music, drama, and mov crncnr, have been

used "as recess, not resource"
struggled

for Dance

1994, 1~.

The Arts ourrerrtly

eliminated

Standards

soft' area

to compare

(Zemelrnan/Daniels,

:2( lOS, 15B). The arts

111

schools h.iv c

to subjects such as f~nglish, science, and mathcm.itic s, which rend

t()

require rnuch more years of study. E,-en in terms of grading, "tracked grading s}'stcn1S aw.ud
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fewer GP~-\ points for '_l-\'s' in music and art than in more academic subjects"
(Zemelman/Daniels,

2005, 158).

The status of the arts in schools parallels to the cultural view ~-\merican society holds
against the arts. In a Creatil'f
Humanities

bluntly describes

_.,LlI11t?7/{d

report in 1997, the "President's

the arts programming

'irnpovcrtslicd

or ncrncxisrcn

arts essentially

hold them in an unstable

t"

of the a\-erage F\merican

(Zemelman/Daniels,

arts funding

funding
hundred

has decreased

by eighteen

and ten percent

from 1992-2002.
percent.

from 1992-2001.

the _-\rts, 1). On a federal level, the National
beginning

a t\vent:',--eight percent

since 2008 local go'\-ernment

During this time appropriations
to

(public Funding
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reached

"an ail-tilne

S35.+ million in 2()08~' (public Funding for

F'ndowment

increase. Y et, from 2010-2012
million"

However,

funding for the arts, the

>e-\ppropriations to state agencies gre\v by one

in 1996. The greatest amount

to its current level ofS146

on the

of the federal, state, and local

On a local go\-ernnl.ent

high of S4.s0.0 million in 2001 before decreasing

forty percent

school as

place.

from 1992-2012.

f-unding gre\v by thirrv three percent

on the _1_-\rts
and

2005, 159). The _l-\merican attitudes

The chart below (figure 5) displays a progression
government

Committee

for the _1_-\rts
has seen budget cuts by

of gro\vth occurred

from 20n5-20 1U with

"srnall cuts have set the 0J E_\ budget back
for the _\rts, 1).

Figure 5

Federal, states and local government

arts fundinq, 1992-2012

Estimated total dire-ct expenditures
on the arts by local governments

Total federal appropriation
to the
Natlcnal Endowment for the Arts

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 20CD 2001 2002 2003 2C04 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Dance educational

outreach in Indianapolis

Butler Cornmunity Arts School:

The Butler Cornrnunirv
College

of the _L-\rtsDean,

arts especially

to children

davcare

centers,

who cannot

and charter

BC_:-\S hires Butler students

afford art classes as well as to provide diverse teaching

schools
Center,

such as the I'vIartin Luther
and the Indianapolis

out to comnlunity

I~g

.vcadcmv

Comnl_unit~~ Center,
of Lxccllcncc. The

to teach dance classes, such as ballet and high encrg:~, in these after

programs.

~-\ccording

to current

director

families in the BC_-\S are low income
community
outreach

ordan

of the BC~\S is to provide access to the

The dance division of the BC_-\S reaches

_-\untie ivIame's Child De\~elopment

school

(BC~-\S) was begun in ~OO~ by former]

Peter ~-\le:\:ander. The mission

experiences for Butler students.
centers,

~\rts School

partnership,

of the BC_--\S, Karen Thicksrun.

seven

tv

percent

of all

families. Chilcircn can access dance classes through

a

which will then reach out to the I)C=_\S. .lhc B(~_\S p rov idc- ''"all

classes are at least half price and man:- are free to thc farnilics since thc center \vilJ ra~:
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for them" (K. Thickstun,

Personal communication,

year, families are encouraged
which has recently- become

February 17, 2015) .. \t the end of the school

to attend the end of the year performance

at Butler Univcrsitv,

part of Butler's [\rtsfest.

Kids Dance Otrtrea ch:
Kids Dance Outreach
Michael Johnson

(1<1)0) was established

and officially began programming

as an organization

in 2011 by Founder

in the Fall of 2013. Michael Johnson,

former

Boston Ballet dancer and outreach member in Boston Ballet's City Dance, saw a need for
outreach

in the city of Indianapolis.

Indianapolis

KDO has worked with Phalen Leadership.'\cademies,

Lichrhouse Charter School, IPS 65,91,9-+,105,
(:)

South East Neiahborhood
(:)

School of Excellence. "\ccordine:~' to . \ssociate

Munoz, the students invoked
of the students
communication,

& 19, .'\ndrc\v f\cademv ~ , and the

!\Ionica

in the program arc "70.5 percent minorities with more than 90°

being on the free and/or

reduced meal program"

(;\LMunoz, Personal

has three types of programs;

the first program

sessions \"here the schools come to KDO location, mostly the :\thenaeum

is an 8 week
located in downtown

The "main goal is to bus children once per week for 8 weeks to our location during

the school dav" (!\L\funoz,

Personal communication,

February 19, :2015). The students are given

two classes. The main class is based on ballet principles, hO\vever they "do not denominate
ballet" (l\LJ\Iunoz, Personal communtcation,
piece, \"blch rotates from }Jrican
crea tiv e improvisation,
3rd and

I)

F'ebrLlary 19,2015).

Kids Dance Outreach

Indianapolis.

Director

February

it as

19, :2(15). The second class is a cultural

dance, hip hop, musical theatre, Puerto Rican folklore.

modern dance, and others. "\pproximatek

thirty to forty ekmentarv

grade le,'el students are chosen bv their priman' school teacher to participate
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age

and thcv

may be students

"who really need it, who need the discipline, who excel so this would be a

reward for them" 0\f.l\Iunoz,

Personal communication,

February 19, 2015).

The second type of program is an hour long interactive
are shown photograph

presentations

workshop

that "go from the beginning of times in dance as a means

all the \vay through dance today how it relates to theatre, dance in sports ...

of communication

[an] overview of how dance looks like in our culture"( M.Munoz,
February

19,2015).

the extension

at a school. Students

Personal communication,

In the second half hour, students learn a dance. The final type of program is

program,

which is for students who have completed

features a rehearsal based class \vith opportunities

for community

the eight week program and
involvement

and

performances.

Dance Kaleidoscope:
Dance Kaleidoscope
companv.

DK also performs

(DK) is Indiana's longest dancing professional
outreach in the Indianapolis

programs

for children"

(Dance Kaleidoscope,

programs

either in school, after school, community

programs,

and even for people who are blind .. \ccording

educational

outreach,

dance

communit\". Part of DK's mission is to

"To provide increasing access and exposure to dance through deyelopment
educational

coriternporarv

of informative

1). DK's outreach

centers, retirement

has 1.5 different

centers, substance

abuse

to Lvnn \Vebster, the director of

99°.0 of DK dancers are the dance educators who go mro the cornrnunirv

and teach these programs.
In terms of elementan
talented students.

aged children, OK teaches underprivileged

Tvpica llv students arc taught a modern dance program.

with at risk youth
and undcrserved
.
201.5) as ,veil as

to

\-outh"
.

holding a "COmmitment

\XTebster, Personal
to create programs
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as well as gifted and

Dr, "stri\T[s]

to w ork

COnllTIUnicatlnfl, ~\rarch (),
for a vanerv of ages

people

(L. \'('ebster,

to 90) and backgrounds"

main goal of DI<_'s outreach
Inclianapolis

or Cincinnati,

program

Personal

is to "further

dance education

we may be" (L. \\' ebster,

wherever

1\Iarch 6, 2015). The

communication,

dance in

of modern

Personal

communication,

l\Iarch

6, 2015).

Perspective

Butler

on intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligences

Cornrnuriity

Karen

Thickstun,

and interpersonal
Truckstun

Arts School:

intelligences

has found

communication,

Strtdents

are ultimately

of the BC~-\S, has wit ncsscd gains in student's

will "cite an increase

February
bringing

17,2015),

the sense of self confidence

and even the classroom

perform

to experience

self confidence

notes how "children
and self esteem"

order for children
self confidence

in both their dancing

needed

bodily-kinesthetic

for the performance

through

all of the students

(K. Thickstun,

see that as a pretn

(1<..Tbickstun,

to feel comfortable

through

intelligence.

dance class back

the case study.

have the o'pporrururv

to

This is not only a great opportunity

for

on a stage, but they are also in "awe that thev get to

in such a space as a dance stage"

2015). Thickstun

preparation

performing

(1(. .lhicksrun,

in intrapersonal

developed

based on the results proven

a dance on a stage and in front of their parents.

the students

in self confidence"

which shows gro\vth

~-\_tthe BC_r\S end of the year performance,
perform

intrapersonal

in both dance and musical art forms. Based on feedback,

that parents

Personal

to their home

director

Personal

performing

Personal

cornmunicarion,

Essentially

is aimed at building
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February

17.

big deal w hich in turn goes back to thf
February

on stage in front of an audience,

and their attitude.

intelligence.

communication,

the months

intrapersonal

17,2(15).

In

rhev need the

of practice

intelligence

and

a~ \\-eU

intelligence are also achieved in the end of the year preparation

Gains in interpersonal
since students

must learn to cooperate

an "understanding

with one another,

especially while dancing.

.lhis involves

of others and their abilities ... [as well as] how to support each other towards

that fmished choreographed

product"

(1<:..Thickstun,

201 S). The end of the year performance

culminates

Personal communication,

February 17,

the goals and accomplishments

achieved by

the students within the BC_.'-\S.The "sense of accornp lishrncnt the child feels after the
performance

is -v-er)-obvious to the parents"

(1<:..Thickstun,

Personal communication,

Februarv

17, 2015), which is one of the many rewards for parents, teachers, and the student.

Kids Dance Olltreach:
l\Ioruca 0Iuno2, Kids Dance Outreach
intrapersonal

and interpersonal

intelligences, vvhich goes hand in hand with the values taught

during the course of the program.
to "improve

self confidence

communication,
confidence

February

_:-\ssociate Director, notes irnprov erncnts in

Some of the goals I~DO hopes to reach in their program are

and self wort.h in our students"
19,2015).

In response,

(:\L\lunoz,

Personal

!\Iunoz has witricssed improvements

in self

as well as a decrease in poor attitudes. Principals "tell us that there has been a

decrease in office behavior referrals ... in the percent of students that went through the
program"

(M.!\f unoz, Personal communication,

Februarv

19, 2(15). This shows how the values

learned during a dance class have slowlv begun to trickle into the schools, espcciall: on those
students

w ho participated

in the program.

In terms of interpersonal

intelligence, I~DO

works to build a sense of "we help each

other ... if we see a friend struggling, we help them, we help each other, we don't laugh at each
other"

(!\L\Iunoz,

Personal communication,

students will learn the importance

February

19, 2() 1

Through

of corrirn unrtv as \\-ell as how to perform
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l~DO's

values,

scaffolding on their

peers. J\Iunoz states that "it's not only [on] a cognitive intelligence,
h ow do I work wrth others"
represents

(1\I.J\Iunoz, Personal

how bodily-kinesthetic

communication

but also on a physical level of
, F ebruarv.I' 19 2015)' , which

can aid in mastering

intelligence

the personal intelligences.

Dance Kaleidoscope:

Lynn \\l ebster, director of educational

outreach

at Dance Kaleidoscope,

states how

dance is one of the "few arts discipliners] to actually involve both of these interpersonal
intrapersonal

intelligences"

hearing feedback

(L. \\?ebster, Personal

from the programs

are actual visual responses"

performed,

communication,
\'{T ebster

_i\Iarch 6, ~015). In regards to

emphasizes

(L. \\lebster, Personal communication,

that the "best responses

1\Iarch 6, 2015). The joy in a

student's

eyes when they master a step or grasp a concept is a feeling that many educators

observed

in ~\merica. \,(iebster notes how "cvervoric
comes awav. with a feelino.
b of

accomplishment"

(L. \\Tebster, Personal

realize "the strength
communication,

communication,

1\[arch 6, 2015). Students

have

begin to

(I--,. \'Cebster, Personal

that thev ma:- not have known they had before"

l\Iarch 6, ~015), which can translate into other aspects of life such as goal

setting in school. These areas of intrapersonal
parents

and

gro\\-rh may be witnessed

and teachers. Ho\\-e\-er as proven bv the case study, students

to their peers as intrapersonal

on a tust hand basis

will begin_ to open up more

gro\vth develops.

.lhc case srudv has shown the effects of peer scaffolcling and how a student can reach
their zone of proximal de,-elopment.

\'Cebster reiterates

this concept as she notes how "dance is

a form of expression and exercise and a fun \vay to create relationships"
cornmurucatiori,

1\Jarch 6, 2015). Through

interpersonal

intelligence

"cooperation

and understanding

irnplicit learning, students

(L. \\;·ebster, Personal

ma~- not even realize the

rhcv have gained through simple exercises with a partner. A.
of another

person's
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capabilities arc vcrv apparent"

(I,. \\'ebstcr.

Personal

March 6, 2015) from the students in D'K's outreach program. \~Tebster

communication,

points out "a need for personal relationships

especially in youth" (L. \vebster,

1\Iarch 6, 2015), w hrch can play major role in development

communication,

the section on interpersonal

Personal

as shown through

intelligence.

Impact on the community

Burlcr Commllnity

Arts School:

The Butler Community
appreciation

_L-\_rts
School provides children with a better understanding

of the arts, in particular dance. Karen Thickstun,

h ow "they(students)

have a different vocabulary,

director of the BC\S , mentions

they can talk about the arts differently,

a greater likelihood .... they will talk about the arts more often" (1-::. Thickstun,
communication,
produce

February

17,2015).

a greater appreciation

an early arts exposure

This exposurc

it" (1<.:. Thickstun,

The opportunities
performancc,

Personal

presented

create a "demystifying

Personal

The opportunity· children receive from

process where the child understands

dance and the parent who never had that opportunity
appreciating

there is

to thc arts from a young age is more likely to

of the arts in adulthood.

creates a "reverse education

and

communication,

is learning it through

music or

the child ... as well as

FebrualT 17,2015).

to children in the BC\S, such as the end of the vear
of the arts that thcv can see themselves

as a part of it since

we gi\-e them full access and that the arts aren't just for adults, the rich, or the privileged" (K.
Thickstun,

Personal

communication,

Februan-

1-:-,2015). Both students

and parents are amazed

that their child is able to perforrn dance on a stage, since the parents never received this
opportunity

as a child. Parents see first hand how their child can "have access
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to

It (ballet). makc

it their own and perform,

and to do it \\;-ell" (1<..Thicksrun,

Personal

communication,

February

17,2015).

Kids Dance Olltreach:

Kids Dance Outreach
Personal

is "usinz dance as a vehicle for social chance"
t»
<J

cornrnuruca cion, February

through

19, 2015) in order to influence

f};f
"LV.

J\lunoz

,

the youth of Indianapolis

the discipline of dance. The values of 1<1)0 hope to decrease "high school dropout

raters] and bullying, social cooperation,
esteem,

sense of safety, relationship

lYf.l\Iunoz, Personal
cooperation

communication,

the developmental

needs of youth, enhance[ing]

skills,[and] the ability to solve conflicts non violently"

19,2015) . J\Iunoz believes that this social

February

learned during dance classes will lead to cooperation

in the cornmunirv.

Some of I<1)O's short term goals include making students
promoting

a culture of caring. j\Iunoz states that "students

can transfer

that motivation

communication,

February

course it happens

and confidence

19,

naturalJv"

201

I~O

(,\I.Munoz,

ernpowerrncut

more self confident

w ho are self confident

and

are those who

into e'verything they do" C\I.~Iunoz,Personal
is "not focused on [a student's]

Personal

communica

cion, Februarv

wceklv dance classes. I<-DO is more focused on the dance education
gained during the program.

self

[-'=DO hopes that students

skill talent, but of
19, ::20l5) with

as well as the social skills

will walk away with a sense of

for a lifetime.

Dance Kaleidoscope:

One of Dance I~aleidoscope's
the cornmunitv.
of communication

main missions is to further the education

of dance within

DI-'=believes that "it is a goal of ours to make sure people know dance is a form
... if }-our sad you can dance it out ... if your harry
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:'()U

can show it in

L. \'</ebster, Personal

movcmentY

disabled,

individuals

society".

(L. \Vebster,

as far as the earliest

of all ages and ethnicities.
Personal

\\lebster

cornrnunicatiori,

shows

such as "SO

members

about

dance. \\·ebster
about

Dance

childs
outreach

"w

for dance educational

outreach

Personal

targeted
development

organizations

in both interpersonal

outreach

and intrapersorial

organizations

budget

\Iarch

G, 2(15).

dance educanon

and

throughout

which int1ucnces

the type of

organi7:ati()n~ noted a

intelligences.

arc impacted

"lhis pr(),~es that all

bv the current

outreach

view a~ \vcll as the

or~ani7ati()nS

cuts to the arts in the Indianapolis
57

Outreach,

on the cornrnunitv.

cuts to the arts in .Yrnerica. The dance educational

thesis are all aware of the current

and get us out

I-,Jds Dance

Y et, all of the outreach

are able to make an impact

educational

to get

:\Iarch 6, 2015). L-\S a

motivated

~-\rts School,

has its own identity,

as well as (he goals achieved.

and continue

programs in the US

a cornrrutrne nt to spreading

organization

to excite audience

cornmunicntion,

Kaleidoscope

Each outreach

the media. For instance,

communication,

DI~'s goal "is to get people

can see what we do" (L. \\/ebster,

has shown

through

e (DI~) need to get people

the Butler Community

Dance
budget

that

is the fabric of our

l\Iarch 6, 2(15).

have begun

Tb e work done through

Indianapolis.
audience

more popular

(L. \\Tebster, Personal

the art form"

compan~l~ in Indianapolis,

there so people

Implications

believes

the meritallv

it is a part of who we are

communication,

~rhink You Can Dance"

\TOU

between

~Iarch G, 201 S) mcaninv b that "it baoes wav. back

(L. \\Tebster,Personal

notes how dance has become

reiterated

communication

recalls how "dance

times in -L-\merica, dance was a \vay to celebrate,

television

excited

\'(1 ebster

strongly

" Personal

that dance can help to break the boundaries

and what we have alwavs been"

professional

6, 2015). \\'ebster

./

_\Iarch 6, 2015). This means

people

l\Iarch

can dance, dance is just rnov emcnr" (L. \\/ebster

that "ev ervbodv
./

communication,

imc rv icwcd for

COn1111Unity.

l~arell

Thicksrun

and fyIonica J\Iunoz mention

that thev- could do more within their proo-ram'
(::)
, however

money is a limiting factor.

.lhc awareness
through

and importance

these dance educational

improvement

of the arts is passed down to the youth of ~-\merica

outreach

programs.

The students

that shovv gro\vth and

over time help to pro\-e the value of dance educational

can hope that this knowledge
to individuals

and excitement

outreach prograrns.

One

about the arts and its effect on children will spread

in _L\merica. This could change the view of the arts and the decisions to make

budget cuts to the arts in schools for future generations.

Conclusion

Howard

Gardner

created the multiple intelligences

new light other than I(~ tests. Gardner
most diagnostic
(Gardner,

notes h ow "linguistic and logical skills form the core ()f

tests of ~intelligence' and are placed on a pedagogical

1993,31).

bodily-kinesthetic
intelligences

as a \va~-to measure intelligence in a

Yet, "in [a] language dominated

\\-estern

skills often plav key roles" (Gardner,

pedestal in our school~~'

society, spatial, interpersonal,

1993~ 31). Gardner's

pro\-e that each individual is unique and posses each intelligence

or

multiple
even though thcv

may gra\-itate towards one more than the other.

The case study- performed
interpersonal
outreach
discovered

and intrnpersonal

programs

has pro\-en the value of dance on the dcv cioprncnr

intelligences.

should be embraced

the importance:

learning process of students.

\1}- research has reinforced

of both

rny belief that dance

by all. ~\s a future educator in ~\meric:1, I have

of the arts on all children and the irnpact dancc can have on the
Dance can be pcrforrncd

mentally disabled. I)ance not orilv provides

srudcnts
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by all humans

whether

they arc in rants ()[

with an outlet f()r c~rrcssi()n,

but :llsn wir h

social skills they can take back into the classroom. If dance has created such an impact on
children, one might question whv it is being taken out of the classroom.

Funding for thc arts has become a grmving issue over the past few decades and will only
continue to become a greater issue if it is not addressed. Dance educational outreach programs
have felt the constraints of funding; however thev belie-v-ein the mission of spreading dance
education to the youth of ~\merica. Dance education provides students with an esposure to arts
as well the opportunity
educational

to develop ones interpersonal

and intrapersonal

outreach programs are eliminatcd, most underprivilegcd

intelligence. If dance

and even gifted and talented

students will not have any exposure to dance or the arts. One can hopc that the youth of
_Lr\merica
will scaffold dance outreach programs to their proximal zone of development
bccome gifted in their intrapersonal

and intcrpersonal

59

intelligences.

to
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Gloss arv

Explicit instructionfor the student,
structures

teaching where the instructor

and offers clear, unambiguous

clearly outlines what the learning goals are

explanations

of the skills and information

thcv are presenting

Space- a dance element made up of level, size, range, place, focus, direction, path\vay.
Cecchetti method- The method
routine

and includes

created by Enrico

a table of principal

Cecchetti

has a definite program

of strict

set daily exercises for each day of the \\-eek.

Royal Academy of Dance- Louis X1\l studied with the famous ballet master Pierre
Beauchalnp
~Iusique

and established

the first academy of dancing, known as the _L-\cadetweIZoyale de

et de Danse, in Paris in 1661. The Ecole de Danse de l'Opera was founded

is now known as the Ecole de Danse du Theatre

National

in 1713 and

de I'Oper«.

Vagonava method- During the 1920s the Russian ballerina and teacher ~-\grippina \r agano\-a
developed

a planned

instructional

system which later became known to the whole wor ld as the

\Taganova system. This svstern has become

the basic method

of the entire Soviet choreographIc

school.

Barre- The horizontal
which

\\-ooden bar fastened

the dancer holds for support.

Underpriviledged-

students

to the walls of the ballet classroom

E\~ery ballet class begins with exercises at the bar.

receiving free or reduced

meals at school

Gifted and talented- Children and youth with outstanding
potential

for performing

at remarkably

others of their age, experience,

or rehearsal

talent who perform

high levels of accomplishment

or cnv itonrncnt.
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or show the

when cornpared

with

hall

Appendix

Name of Student:

_

Please circle one box per category

that best describes

the student

Verbal

Nonverbal

Understanding

communication

Communication

others

Student

Through

Student

is

displays

comfortable

strong

working

Body language

with

others.

Shows a

strong

eye contact.

becomes

a bility to

when

verbally

engaged

interacting

with others.

communicate
with

others.

of

an

Age:

listed above
Se nse of se If
Student

understanding

of a

situation

from

multiple

points

has

Self Image
Student

shows

confidence

mentally
formed

of

_

accurate

activities.

view as we" as the

model

well with

ability

oneself

to empathize,

the student

is able to

of
that

successfully

cooperate

operate

Student

effectively

has grasped

the idea

life.

Works

achieving
personal

serves to

with others.

in

everyday

an

goals.

in

of role taking.
Student

Student

shows

displays

some comfort

sufficient

eye

working

with

contact.

Body

others.

Verbal

language

remains

skills are

comfortable

sufficie nt.

interacting

when
with

Through

some

understanding

of a

has

somewhat

shows

some confidence

from

formed

multiple

points of

accurate

activities.

view as well as the

model of

to be hesitant

ability

oneself.

times.

to empathize,

an

Student

situation

the student

others.

Student

in everyday
Tends
at

can

mostly

cooperate

others.

Student

somewhat

with
has

grasped

the idea of role taking
Student

shows

Student

displays

Through

a lack of

has

Student

some

some eye contact.

understanding

Body language

situation

from

formed

while

becomes

multiple

points of

accurate

Remains

somewhat

shows

minimal

minimally

discomfort
working

of a

Student

an

confidence.

with others.

uncomfortable

view as well as the

model of

tentative

Verbal

when

ability

oneself.

times and can

skills are

lackluster.

interacting

with others.

to empathize,

the student

even rely on

struggles

to cooperate

at

mirroring

with

others.

others.
Student

Student

is

displays

Through

no

un com fo rta b Ie

poor eye contact.

understanding

working

Body language

situation

others.

with
Tends

becomes

tense and

Student
of a

from

multiple

points of

to remain

shy

uncomfortable

view as well as the

and quiet

in

when

ability

social

interacting

with others.

situations.
Signature
Additional

to empathize,

the student
cooperate

of Primary

school teacher:

fails to
with others.

has

not formed

I an accurate
model of
oneself.

Student
Extremely
tentative
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in

everyday
activities.

Heavily

relies on
mirroring
~_

Comments:

shows

no confidence.

others.
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